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In Women Want More, Michael Silverstein and Kate Sayre, two of the world’s leading authorities on the retail business, argue that women
are the key to fixing the economy. Based on a groundbreaking study and offering tremendous insight into the purchasing habits and power of
women, Women Want More doesn’t just offer a glimpse into consumer behavior; it reveals what consumer behavior says about human
psychology and desire.
From Justina Blakeney, the ultimate guide to designing wildly creative interiors that are free-spirited, layered, and deeply personal Justina
Blakeney’s new book is her biggest, boldest, and most beautiful volume yet, filled with irresistible style, original patterns, and artwork—lushly
photographed by Dabito. In each chapter, Justina shares her distinctive point of view on everything design fans want to know—how to make
bold choices with color and pattern, how to take cues from nature, how to authentically glean inspiration from their heritage and travels, how
to break rules, and all the other paths to truly begin to decorate wild. Along the way, Justina also shares personal narratives, practical advice,
and nuanced insight into how she lives in her own space—how she reconnects with nature, how she plays and stays inspired, how she gives
herself permission to feel free and wild, and how readers can do the same. Jungalow is the term coined by Justina for the brand that
embodies her wild, but cozy and homey, style. Copycats abound, but there is no other book like this one—offering Justina’s authentic,
encouraging voice and approachable, signature style.
Spanning the nineteenth to twenty-first centuries, this book investigates how home is imagined, staged and experienced in western culture.
Questions about meanings of ‘home’ and domestic culture are triggered by dramatic changes in values and ideals about the dwellings we
live in and the dwellings we desire or dread. Deborah Chambers explores how home is idealised as a middle-class haven, managed as an
investment, and signified as a status symbol and expression of personal identity. She addresses a range of public, state, commercial, popular
and expert discourses about ‘home’: the heritage industry, design, exhibitions, television, social media, home mobilities and migration, smart
technologies and ecological sustainability. Drawing on cross-disciplinary research including cultural history and cultural geography, the book
offers a distinctive media and cultural studies approach supported by original, historically informed case studies on interior and domestic
design; exhibitions of model homes; TV home interiors; ‘media home’ imaginaries; multiscreen homes; corporate visions of ‘homes of
tomorrow’ and digital smart homes. A comprehensive and engaging study, this book is ideal for students and researchers of cultural studies,
cultural history, media and communication studies, as well as sociology, gender studies, cultural geography and design studies.
Find the Job You Want . . . Today! Are you a work at home mom or dad, retiree, or disabled person hoping to earn a little extra to make ends
meet? Are you seeking a legitimate, rewarding online job you can do from home? Do you dream of being in charge of your own schedule,
income, advancement . . . destiny? If you said yes to any of these questions, this book is for you! In Work at Home with a Real Job Online
you can find just the right job, schedule, income, and future with the help of a leading expert in the field of online job success and prosperity,
AnnaMaria Bliven. Known as the “Prosperity Princess” by thousands of people she has helped, Bliven has poured her latest and greatest
practical, proven-effective insights into this one information-packed (no filler), easy-to-use volume. In these pages you’ll find: • Hundreds of
real jobs with quality companies at your fingertips! • Pro tips and advice on how to find these jobs, get hired, keep the job you find and
advance in it! • Opportunities for people of all ages and stages: teenagers, college students, work at home moms and dads, military veterans,
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retirees, the disabled, those with background/credit issues, and more. • Positions to match just about any interest, passion, potential, or skill
set: game tester, customer service agent, educator, data entry specialist, nurse, medical coding specialist, transcriptionist, translator,
interpreter, artist, writer, computer technologist, and many more. Get your copy of Work at Home with a Real Job Online today . . . start
working tomorrow!
AphroChic bloggers and designers Jeanine Hays and Bryan Mason along with Lonny co-founder and photographer Patrick Cline take you
into homes where cultural, global décor breathes beauty and soul into contemporary interiors. Whether you love to source pieces from your
travels or simply wish to evoke the destination of your dreams, Remix shows how bold color, unique patterns like ikats and suzanis, original
art, and handcrafted furnishings and accessories can help you express your cultural experiences in stylish, unforgettable rooms. With a
foreword by HGTV Design Star Danielle Colding, Remix is both a striking object for your shelf and a book that restores meaning to the idea of
“eclectic” decorating with genuine, personal style.

Because we believe in artists! We conducted the most comprehensive research ever been done on making a living from art, using
‘crowd-wisdom’ methodologies. We interviewed more than 1,000 artists, creative-professionals and art-businesses worldwide and
found amazing patterns you can benefit from. This vital book is here to help you unlock your greatest potential. Stop working in the
wrong way! Discover why some are successful, where others fail to reach their art goals. This inspirational book offers 7 powerful
art career lessons and is here to help you unlock your greatest potential! 1. Find your deepest purpose, and rebuild yourself based
on it 2. How to develop a unique signature style, and be original 3. Know your audience, and where they are active 4. The key to
being professional and reaching goals 5. Get noticed! Tell your story, stir conversation 6. Build relationships and sell an
experience 7. Fostering the right mind-set This short-read self-development book provides unique insights, full of inspiration and
motivation (not a how-to). It is a non-native English publication (incl. unedited content).
This book provides readers an in-depth understanding of the inner mechanisms and principles of the global supply chain. Authored
by the Head of Supply Chain and Transport Industries at the World Economic Forum, it draws on a wealth of operational and
managerial expertise in the global supply chain industry that drive the world’s economies. The book analyzes the importance and
impact of globally networked sourcing, production and distribution, and presents detailed information on the opportunities,
limitations and challenges of linear value and supply chain systems. Building on a series of recent industry cases and with a focus
on the latest developments in actual business processes and models, it reveals how the transformation toward circular supply
chains and regenerative resource management forms the basis for success and sustainability in business. “The book brings
together technical, social, political, and geographical trends, suggesting how supply chain management can lead the quest for
many of the world’s most pressing challenges.” Yossi Sheffi, Professor of Engineering, MIT, Head, MIT Center for Transportation
and Logistics “This book provides an essential roadmap, guiding the reader easily through complex developments and concepts.”
John Manners-Bell, CEO Transport Intelligence and Honorary Visiting Professor, Guildhall Business School, London “With
strategic foresight, Lehmacher develops a vision of a circular economy within which consumer, manufacturer and logistics
companies assume collective responsibility for sustainable value creation.” Alfred Talke, Group Managing Director ALFRED
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TALKE Logistic Services “Those who are active in logistics and supply chain management, in practice or academia, will discover a
fresh view on the whole field of activity beyond the day-to-day-business.” Prof. Dr.-Ing. Thomas Wimmer, Chairman of the
Executive Board, BVL International
For fashion students who want to be both in the now and in the know! The Dynamics of Fashion, Fifth Edition, has the latest facts
and figures, and the most current theories in fashion development, production, and merchandising giving you the foundation you
need in the industry. It offers hundreds of real-life examples of leading brands and industry trends, to show you fashion careers
and how to apply what you learn. The book also covers sustainable fashion, wearable technology, social media, and more in
detail. An online STUDIO includes self-quizzes, flashcards, and links to videos. New to this Edition ~ Expanded coverage of the
latest industry trends, including sustainable fashion, e-commerce, globalization, wearable technology, and the use of social media
for fashion marketing ~ Revised 'For Review' and 'For Discussion' questions, new terms added to Trade Talk, and expanded
Glossary ~ More than 150 new full-color photographs highlighting the people, principles, and practices of the fashion business ~
25% new Fashion Focus and Then and Now features bring in current topics and industry trends The Dynamics of Fashion, 5th
Edition STUDIO ~ Study smarter with self-quizzes featuring scored results and personalized study tips ~ Review concepts with
flashcards of terms and definitions and image identification ~ Branch out with links to curated online multi-media resources that
bring chapter concepts to life ~ Expand your knowledge by further exploring special features Then and Now and Fashion Focus
PLEASE NOTE: Purchasing or renting this ISBN does not include access to the STUDIO resources that accompany this text. To
receive free access to the STUDIO content with new copies of this book, please refer to the book + STUDIO access card bundle
ISBN 9781501324079.
Sri Lanka, as an apparel exporting country, stands out on two counts. First, the apparel export sector is virtually synonymous with
quality. The second aspect is its own vibrant fashion ecosystem. The November 2018 issue of Fibre2Fashion looks at trends and
challenges of Sri Lanka’s apparel exports. The realities are much different in Ethiopia, the other country that features in this issue.
Trade event Green Fashion India, and Q&A with footwear brands VOR and Simone Castelletti as well as other regular features are
also covered. Fibre2Fashion magazine—the print venture of Fibre2Fashion.com since 2011—is circulated among a carefully-chosen
target audience globally, and reaches the desks of top management and decision-makers in the textiles, apparel and fashion
industry. As one of India's leading industry magazines for the entire textile value chain, Fibre2Fashion Magazine takes the reader
beyond the mundane headlines, and analyses issues in-depth.
Importantly, this stimulating text:
This book explores the play of international forces and international ideas about Shanghai, looking backward as far as its
transformation into a subdivided treaty port in the 1840s, and looking forward to its upcoming hosting of China’s first World’s Fair,
the 2010 Expo. As such, Global Shanghai is a lively and informative read for students and scholars of Chinese studies and urban
studies and anyone interested in the history of Shanghai.
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The House in Good TasteIndyPublish.com
At Dwell, we're staging a minor revolution. We think that it's possible to live in a house or apartment by a bold modern architect, to
own furniture and products that are exceptionally well designed, and still be a regular human being. We think that good design is
an integral part of real life. And that real life has been conspicuous by its absence in most design and architecture magazines.
The House in Good Taste is a classic and iconic book in the field of interior design. It was written by Elsie de Wolfe, who is often
described as the first lady of interior decoration. She rejected the dark interior color schemes of Victorian interiors and instead
opted for a black and white color scheme with clean lines and simple ornamentation. She was close friends with architect Stanford
White and worked for clients like the Vanderbilt family.
Our Social World: Introduction to Sociology inspires students to develop their sociological imaginations, to see the world and
personal events from a new perspective, and to confront sociological issues on a day-to-day basis. Organized around the "Social
World" model, a conceptual framework that demonstrates the relationships among individuals (the micro level); organizations,
institutions, and subcultures (the meso level); and societies and global structures (the macro level), Jeanne H. Ballantine, Keith A.
Roberts, and Kathleen Odell Korgen use this framework to help students develop the practice of using three levels of analysis, and
to view sociology as an integrated whole, rather than a set of discrete subjects. The Seventh Edition includes new coverage of
climate change, the influence of robots and artificial intelligence on workers, race relations in the Trump era, issues related to
transgender identity and gender fluidity, sexual harassment in the workplace and the #MeToo movement, declining marriage rates,
the impact of tracking for students at all academic achievement levels, smoking as an example of health and inequality in the US,
gun violence and the student movement to control access to guns, social media, and Russian interference in the 2016 election.
A hands-on guide to transforming flea market bargains into treasured pieces for the home details twenty-five projects, offering stepby-step advice for each. 15,000 first printing.
The Retail Market Study 2016 of The Location Group is the one and only study of its kind. With 155 of the most notable
international cities of the fashion and retail world on more than 1,000 pages. Over 1,300 retailers, 1,030 shopping streets and 550
shopping malls were analyzed. So far the study reached more than 300,000 readers worldwide.
The experience economy is a fourth economic field different from commodities, goods and services. Experiences are an economic
value added to a product or identical with the product. When you buy an experience, you pay to spend time enjoying a series of
memorable events that a company stages to engage the customer in a personal way. The experience dimension has moved into a
predominant place since the 1990s, fueled by an expanding global and digital economy. In developed countries, people get richer
and more individualized and having met all basic materiel needs, they focus increasingly on personal development and self
realization. Demand for experience-based products increases, such as tourism and sports as well as film, music and other
contents of media and interactive technologies. Furthermore, the demand for experience values is extended to include any product
and dimension of modern societies, such as the design of houses, furniture, clothes, cars, computers, etc. This is not a completely
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new story. Commercial entertainment and design has been around for a century or so. And in addition, universal values of love,
sex, belief, family and the meaning of life have always been vital to human beings. What is new is the fact that capitalism is
invading more and more fields of experiences connected with emotions and the extension of life proportions. In all developed
countries and increasingly on a global scale, a series of expanding industries have emerged to supply the market with experienceoriented goods. In this book, the business development of markets and industries is covered from tourism, to media and
entertainment, and from design to sex, including leading companies and trends in all industries involved.
The rise of China's tech companies and intense competition from the sector is just beginning. This will present an ongoing
management and strategy challenge for companies for many years to come. Tech Titans of China is the go-to-guide for
companies (and those interested in competition from China) seeking to understand China's grand tech ambitions, who the players
are and what their strategy is. Fannin, an expert on China, is an internationally-recognized journalist, author and speaker. She
hosts 12 live events annually for business leaders, venture capitalists, start-up founders, and others impacted by or interested in
cashing in on the Chinese tech industry. In this illuminating book, she provides readers with the ammunition they need to prepare
and compete. Featuring detailed profiles of the Chinese tech companies making waves, the tech sectors that matter most in
China's grab for super power status, and predictions for China's tech dominance in just 10 years.
Governance in Sport: Analysis and Application With Web Resource examines governance within sport organizations. Learn legal
foundations and agency functions at multiple levels, and examine industry sectors, including sport wagering and esports. The web
resource includes 12 in-depth, modern case studies.
Development Challenges, South-South Solutions is the monthly e-newsletter of the United Nations Office for South-South Cooperation in
UNDP (www.southerninnovator.org). It has been published every month since 2006. Its sister publication, Southern Innovator magazine, has
been published since 2011. ISSN 2227-3905 Stories by David South UN Office for South-South Cooperation Contact the Office to receive a
copy of the new global magazine Southern Innovator. Issues 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are out now and are about innovators in mobile phones and
information technology, youth and entrepreneurship, agribusiness and food security, cities and urbanization and waste and recycling. Why
not consider sponsoring or advertising in an issue of Southern Innovator? Or work with us on an insert or supplement of interest to our
readers? Follow @SouthSouth1.
The authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 SAGE Keith Roberts Teaching Innovations Award—enabling graduate students and early career
faculty to attend the annual ASA pre-conference teaching and learning workshop. Our Social World: Condensed inspires students to develop
their sociological imaginations, to see the world and personal events from a new perspective, and to confront sociological issues on a day-today basis. The award-winning author team organizes the text around the "Social World" model, a conceptual framework that demonstrates
the relationships among individuals (the micro level); organizations, institutions, and subcultures (the meso level); and societies and global
structures (the macro level). The use of the Social World Model across chapters (represented in a visual diagram in the chapter openers)
helps students develop the practice of using three levels of analysis, and to view sociology as an integrated whole, rather than a set of
discrete subjects. The Condensed version is adapted from Our Social World: Introduction to Sociology. The Sixth Edition of the Condensed
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version is made approximately 30% shorter than the full edition by removing selected boxes, editing the main narrative, and combining four
chapters into two (Family/Education, and Politics/Economics). A Complete Teaching & Learning Package SAGE Premium Video Included in
the interactive eBook! SAGE Premium Video tools and resources boost comprehension and bolster analysis. Learn more. Interactive eBook
Includes access to SAGE Premium Video, multimedia tools, and much more! Save when you bundle the interactive eBook with the new
edition. Order using bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-8830-4. Learn more. SAGE coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and
student resource content into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Learn more. SAGE edge FREE online
resources for students that make learning easier. See how your students benefit. SAGE course outcomes: Measure Results, Track Success
Outlined in your text and mapped to chapter learning objectives, SAGE course outcomes are crafted with specific course outcomes in mind
and vetted by advisors in the field. See how SAGE course outcomes tie in with this book’s chapter-level objectives at
edge.sagepub.com/ballantinecondensed6e.
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